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A study of correlation effects in twisted bilayer graphene is presented using the extended coupled
cluster method at consistent mean-field and beyond mean-field truncations. In order to describe
the phase transitions in this strongly correlated system, equations and a suitable implementation
is developed for the method. Combining modern tensor contraction techniques with singular value
decomposition, the correlation effects are successfully described in a qualitative manner, with the
majority of both short-range and long-range Coulomb interactions included. The superconducting
gap is found to peak at an angle θc = 1.00◦ with a BCS value for the critical temperature of
TBCS
c = 0.8K matching closely with experiment. Additionally, a homogeneous (s-wave) gap is

found. While the simulations are somewhat limited by the truncations used, nevertheless, a strong
candidate for the mechanism behind superconductive phases in twisted bilayer graphene is presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

The mechanism that gives rise to the recently dis-
covered [1, 2] superconducting and insulating phases
in twisted bilayer graphene (TBG), is of great inter-
est. Theoretical modelling has led to several suggestions
for the mechanisms behind these phenomena including
long-range electron-electron interactions at Hartree-Fock
level, Umklapp scattering and electron-phonon interac-
tions [3, 4], but, unfortunately, have yet to yield a fully
successful description due to being orders of magnitude
off experimental values [2, 5] of the critical temperature.
Additionally, there have been many studies [6–14] con-
necting various symmetries, as well as small amounts of
strain, with the behaviour of TBG, thus obtaining various
predictions. Nevertheless, quite a few previous Hartree-
Fock studies suggest [15–20] that electrostatic interac-
tions play a leading role in this system and hence cor-
relation effects could be the key to understanding the
states, with some initial studies already being partially
conducted [21].

One powerful approach, that incorporates the Hartree-
Fock equations and can be used to systematically include
additional correlations, is the extended coupled cluster
(ECC) method [22–27]. In this work, an efficient nu-
merical procedure is developed to implement such cal-
culations for graphene. All coupled cluster methods are
formulated in a wave-function approach, with an expo-
nential of a set of independent excitations acting on a
suitable reference state. These excitation operators are
usually denoted in terms of single, double, triple, etc.
correlated excitations. The reason coupled clusters are
efficient to implement and their key defining feature is
that the bra and ket states are not the usual Hermitian
conjugates. However, that can be of benefit as well.
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In the case of graphene systems, the natural choice
for the reference state is the non-interacting half-filled
Fermi sea, which means that excitations are labelled by
the number of particle-hole states. This can be most
easily done by introducing the particle and hole opera-
tors to simplify the algebra. It is known (and relatively
easy to show) that the ECC singles approach with only
one-particle-one-hole excitations is equivalent to the un-
restricted Hartree-Fock approximation - this is not the
case for the more commonly used normal coupled clus-
ter (NCC) method [28], which has also been applied to
graphene [21].

At the level of the singles truncation, it is most nat-
ural in the particle hole-formalism to include all op-
erators containing two creation operators states. This
describes one-particle-one-hole, two-particle and two-
hole excitations, which thus contain the description of
pair-correlations fully equivalent to the Hartree-Fock-
Bogoliubov formalism - without any assumption about
the nature of the pairing gap. Due to the equivalence to
the mean-field methods, unlike the NCC method, ECC
can also be used to describe phase transitions, even if the
reference state does not describe the new phase. This
is especially important for strongly correlated systems
with multiple phases, such as TBG, since there is no re-
quirement for the reference state to change from phase
to phase. Finally, the effect of partial filling due to a
bias potential applied to graphene can be included in the
usual way using a chemical potential.

One of the great advantages of coupled cluster meth-
ods over other approaches is the finite polynomial na-
ture of energy expressions and other expectation values.
These can be seen as tensor contractions, so modern tech-
niques developed for machine learning can be used to
perform the search for extrema, using tensor manipu-
lations and singular value decomposition. This means
that it is straightforward to efficiently implement such
tasks on GPUs. The main goal of this paper is therefore
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to show that the ECC method can be used to describe
TBG, minimise the energy and describe correlations be-
yond mean-field truncation, while dealing with pairing
and Hartree-Fock correlations on an equal footing.

The paper is organised as follows: In Section II a very
minimal definition of the ECC method and the equations
used is given, with details relegated to appendices A and
B. Then, in Section III this approach is validated with
monolayer graphene by analysing the band structure and
Fermi level away from half-filling to obtain confidence in
the qualitative accuracy of the developed method and
its implementation. In Section IV superconductivity of
TBG near the first magic angle is studied. Further steps
are discussed in Section V.

II. EXTENDED COUPLED CLUSTER

The ECC method [22–25] is a quantum many-body
method that formally combines a mean-field descrip-
tion at singles truncation with correlation effects at
higher truncation levels. Hence, it is perfect for describ-
ing strongly correlated systems with phase transitions.
Given the Hamiltonian Ĥ, its expectation value is given
by

⟨Ĥ⟩ = ⟨−| eT̂ ′
e−T̂ ĤeT̂ |−⟩ . (1)

Here, the reference state |−⟩ is the half-filled one that
describes the non-interacting ground state at charge neu-
trality. The operators are expressed in the particle-hole
basis, which gives a natural normal ordering relative to
|−⟩.
In the ECC singles and doubles (ECCSD) truncation,

the excitation operators T̂ and T̂ ′ are expanded to fourth
order, using single-particle operators, to produce

T̂ =
1

2!
tij d̂

†
i d̂

†
j +

1

4!
tijkld̂

†
i d̂

†
j d̂

†
kd̂

†
l ,

T̂ ′ =
1

2!
t′ij d̂id̂j +

1

4!
t′ijkld̂id̂j d̂kd̂l .

(2)

Only even powers of the operators are kept in order to
preserve fermion parity, and the indices of the tensors
represent the quantum numbers of the system. Eq. (1)
is similar to the more widely used NCC expression [28]
which can be understood as a subset of this method, ob-

tained by expanding eT̂
′
to first order in T̂ ′. In standard

coupled-cluster terminology, Eq. (2) is the extended cou-
pled cluster method at doubles truncation. The resulting
equations for energy and particle number can be found
in Appendix A. These were derived with some help of the
Sympy [29] package.

In order to change the filling, a chemical potential is
added, by minimising the grand potential [30]

Ω = ⟨Ĥ − µ(N̂ −N0)⟩ . (3)

FIG. 1. Geometric structure of monolayer graphene. The
system is assumed to be described by a nearest-neighbour
hopping between the blue and red sites. The dashed region
represents the unit cell.

However, to have numerical stability, a quadratic con-
straint is used instead,

Ω′ = ⟨Ĥ⟩+ γ(⟨N̂⟩ −N0)
2 , (4)

Here γ is a suitably chosen parameter and the desired
filling can be adjusted by varying N0. The chemical po-
tential can then be calculated at the unconstrained min-
imum of Ω′,

µ = −2γ(⟨N̂⟩ −N0) . (5)

In order to describe single-particle excited state ener-
gies ϵ, an eigenvalue problem for momentum conserving
states can be formed via

⟨Ôij⟩ = ⟨−| d̂k,ieT̂
′
e−T̂ ĤeT̂ d̂†k,j |−⟩ ,

ÔΨ = ϵΨ .
(6)

This is similar to the equation-of-motion framework at
singles truncation. The resulting equation can also be
found in Appendix A.
Finally, the automatic differentiation functionality in

PyTorch [31, 32] was used in tandem with tensor contrac-
tions using the ”einsum” function to numerically mini-
mize Eq. (4) thus obtaining the ground state energy.

III. MONOLAYER GRAPHENE

In order to validate the newly developed ECCSD im-
plementation, it was tested on a simple model of mono-
layer graphene [33]. In the non-interacting case, this is
described by a simple nearest-neighbour hopping model
between the blue and red sites, displayed in Fig. 1 below.
This describes the standard semimetallic spectrum of
graphene. A Coulomb interaction between electrons is
then added and, due to the use of periodic boundary
conditions, the Ewald summation [34, 35] technique in
combination with the Widom insertion method [36] is
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FIG. 2. Convergence of the ECCSD simulation energy for
monolayer graphene as a function of the simulation (stochastic
gradient descent solver) step n. The particle number was
observed to converge in a very similar fashion.

used as well. A simple Monkhorst-Pack grid [37, 38] was
implemented for sampling the lattice.

A ECCSD simulation was run for this system, obtain-
ing polynomial convergence, as displayed in Fig. 2 below.
It was terminated once the relative difference between
runs of the stochastic gradient descent solver reached
10−6. This is because of the floating point number pre-
cision used in order to lower the computational cost.

Generally, to extract asymptotic values of any observ-
able, with respect to convergence parameters, extrapola-
tion was performed throughout this study using curves
of the form

O(n) = O∞ +
A

Bn
. (7)

In all further simulations, it was required that the n for
the final convergence step was large enough so that the
values of O(n) were within 10% of the asymptotic value
O∞. This ensures that converged results could be reliably
extracted.

An identical shift of 25meV, but opposite sign, of the
excited state energy was obtained at the Dirac point for
both bands at N0 = ±1 fillings. A further calculation of
the chemical potential yielded a Fermi level of 110meV.
Correlation effects can now be studied by comparing sim-
ulations at singles and doubles truncation. While there
is negligible impact on the spectrum (changes of the or-
der of one part in a thousand) at N0 = +1 filling, the
Fermi level increases by 40meV when correlation effects
were taken into account. Thus, correlations may have a
quite significant impact on the electrical conductivity in
monolayer graphene.

K K1 K' K2

FIG. 3. Reciprocal lattice of twisted bilayer graphene. The
black hexagons are the TBG unit cells, while the blue and
red hexagons are the reciprocal unit cells for each graphene
layer. The inset shows that the superlattice K and K′ points
are the individual K points of the twisted graphene lattices.

IV. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN TWISTED
BILAYER GRAPHENE

Having gained confidence in the newly developed
method, it is applied to a system of interest - twisted
bilayer graphene - to potentially obtain a qualitative de-
scription of the reported superconductivity.
Even though in principle an atomic basis can be used,

the dimensionality of the problem explodes, making it
impossible to implement on relatively simple computa-
tional resources. That is one of the reasons TBG is widely
modelled by the Bistritzer-MacDonald (BM) model [39]
which is a low energy continuum description, suitable for
small twist angles. The expansion is based on the con-
tinuum graphene spectrum at the relevant Dirac points
in each layer, as well as a lowest-harmonic expansion of
the hopping between the layers, displayed in Fig. 3.
The BM model is defined by a block Hamiltonian

Ĥ =

(
H1 U
U† H2

)
ij

d̂†i d̂j . (8)

Here, H1 and H2 represent the continuum graphene
Hamiltonian in each of the layers, while U describes the
hopping. To include the majority of the contributing
processes into this model, the Dirac point, as well as its
6 nearest neighbours, is taken into account [15] together
with couplings from each one of them to the three nearest
ones in the second layer [40]. This corresponds to ∼ 80%
of the total short-range interactions. Further, a metal-
lic gate potential [41] is used to model the enclosure of
TBG between two layers of hexagonal boron nitride. It
is characterised by a gate spacing parameter D via

V (q) ∝ tanh (Dq)

q
. (9)
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FIG. 4. The band structure of twisted bilayer graphene, sam-
pled at three points - two points equidistant on the K − M
line and one in the middle of the Γ−K−M zone, as shown at
the top of the figure. For each point, the non-interacting case
(NI) and the ECCS and ECCSD coupled cluster truncations
are shown.

The ECCSD simulations were initially run at differ-
ent truncation levels for a filling of N0 = +2, which has
been reported to exhibit potential for insulating to con-
ductive phase transition [17]. A similar convergence to
monolayer graphene was obtained of the stochastic gra-
dient descent solver, with around twice as many steps
required to reach the relative energy change threshold of
10−6. Because of the significantly smaller first Brillouin
zone, in comparison with monolayer graphene, a smaller
number of sampling points were expected to be necessary
for convergence. This proved to be true, after analysing
Eq. (7) type fitted curves, as discussed previously, with
only four points required for a qualitative description.

Due to computational cost, only three points were sam-
pled via the Monkhorst-Pack grid at this time - two
equidistant ones on the K −M momentum line and one
in the middle of the Γ−K−M zone. Nevertheless, as dis-
played in Fig. 4 above, this gave a qualitative description
of the mean-field effects, which matched previous work
[16, 17] in that electrostatic interactions have a leading
role in the band structure. Furthermore, the effect of
correlations was negligible, with a relative contribution
of ∼ 10−2 to the band structure, which is hardly ex-
pected to change by an additional sampling point. A fur-
ther ECCS calculation of the chemical potential yielded a
Fermi level of 25meV thus signifying occupation of these
bands and further matching previous studies on the role
of the electrostatic interactions on conductivity in TBG

and thus giving additional confidence in the current ECC
implementation.
One of the main limitations of these calculations is the

amount of storage needed for four-index tensors (tijkl,
t′ijkl, Vijjkl). Hence, the rank-4 tensors, appearing in

the ECCSD equations, were decomposed [42] into rank-3
ones using momentum conservation. This significantly
lowers the computational cost and is represented by, e.g.,

tijkl = taijt
a
kl − taikt

a
jl + tailt

a
kj .

Vpqrs = V
a

pqV
a
rs .

(10)

Rewriting the ECCSD equations at singles level is trivial,
but the doubles level requires further simplification, and
the resulting equations can be found in Appendix B.
Note that further SVD was performed to significantly

lower the summation range of the third - a - index. The
eigenvectors, corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of
Eab = V

a

ijV
b
ij , are used to construct a transformation

matrix Uij to compute the decomposed Ṽ a
ij = Ua

q V
q
ij .

Hence, the majority of the contributing terms can be
included, based on a truncation on singular values. The
16 largest singular values and associated eigenvectors of
the potential V a

pq were used, corresponding to ∼ 70% of
the long-range interactions. The same cut-off was used
for taij as well, since it is expected to have essentially
equivalent dynamics in a numerical sense. This leads to
a significant performance boost, especially since the sim-
ulations now fit on an NVIDIA 80GB A100 graphics pro-
cessing unit, designed for fast tensor calculations. Nev-
ertheless, the limited amount of RAM in commercially
available GPUs is still the main reason for not including
contributions corresponding to smaller singular energies.
This allows for describing superconductivity via the

superconducting gap [43], defined as

∆k = −
∑
k1

Vk,k1
⟨d̂k1,↑d̂−k1,↓⟩ . (11)

The tensor contractions for this expectation value can be
found in Appendix A. The implementation for measuring
this observable requires introducing spin and momenta
of opposite sign, totalling ∼ 1000 sites for a qualitative
description with four sampled points.
An initial ECCSD simulation showed that the addition

of correlation effects via doubles yields an increase of the
Fermi level by 7meV, thus having relatively significant
impact on the band energy gaps and electrical conduc-
tivity. The peak of the superconducting gap energy was
found at a twist angle of θc = 1.00◦. The k-dependent
gap at this angle and filling N0 = +2 is shown in Fig. 5.
As previously discussed, the current approach makes no
assumption about the nature of the superconducting gap,
but the results clearly point at s-wave superconductiv-
ity, which seems to contradict suggestions from previous
studies [5, 44]. While rotational symmetry dominates,
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FIG. 5. The momentum dependent superconducting gap of
twisted bilayer graphene for filling N0 = +2 and twist angle
θ = 1.00◦.

Δ
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T
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)

Θ (˚)

FIG. 6. The mean superconducting gap over the first Bril-
louin zone (left scale) and the BCS estimate of the critical
temperature (right scale) as a function of the twist angle of
twisted bilayer graphene for a filling N0 = +2.

higher order harmonics are observed in the superconduct-
ing gap across the first Brillouin zone as well.

Furthermore, since the superconducting gap is ap-
proximately uniform with respect to the momentum,
it seems sensible to assume Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer
(BCS) theory applies and, hence, the zero-temperature
gap can be related to the critical temperature via ⟨∆⟩ ≈
1.78kBT

BCS
c . This corresponds to the temperature where

superconductivity vanishes. A peak of the gap value and
thus the critical temperature was obtained at an angle
θc = 1.00◦ with a value of TBCS

c = 0.8K. The distri-
bution of the average gap energies, with respect to the
twist angle, is displayed in Fig. 6 above, along with the
respective critical temperatures.

Looking at the form of ECCSD equations, it can be

seen that a non-zero superconductive gap is mathemati-
cally not possible via mean-field theory - only by account-
ing correlation effects via doubles and higher truncation
levels - since no singles amplitudes are present. By fur-
ther looking at the particle number equation, it is easy
to see that at N0 = 0 filling - charge neutrality - the
equations can be solved by null amplitudes and hence
the superconducting gap vanishes. It was found that an
integer increase or decrease of the filling from N0 = +2
yielded an increase or decrease of the superconducting
gap by ∼ 10% respectively.
The values obtained above are quantitatively very close

to the experimental ones [2, 5], θ ∼ 1.1◦ and Tc ∼ 1K.
It is believed that inclusion of more terms in the BM
model, tensor SVD decomposition and ECC truncation
will yield a quantitative description, although this would
come at a substantial computational cost.

V. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that one can study correlation ef-
fects in TBG using the coupled cluster method. This was
done within the BM model with an added double metal-
lic gate potential to account for electrostatic interactions
in an experimental setting, assumed TBG is sandwiched
between hBN layers. Furthermore, equations were de-
rived for the ECCSD method, suitable for study of phase
transitions in strongly correlated systems. The spectrum
of monolayer graphene is successfully described to gain
confidence in the method and its implementation.
For TBG, simulations at singles truncation agree with

previous Hartree-Fock studies in that electrostatic effects
are the leading contribution to the conductivity, because
of the significant narrowing of the gaps in the band struc-
ture and impact on the Fermi level. Correlation effects
at doubles truncation show insignificant contributions to
the band structure, but a relatively significant increase
of the Fermi level.
By the use of tensor decomposition and SVD, it was

made possible to qualitatively simulate the superconduc-
tive gap energies and hence estimate the critical temper-
ature and angle at which the electrical resistivity disap-
pears. The obtained values of θc = 1.00◦ and Tc = 0.8K
matched the experimental values closely at a qualitative
level. Additionally, s-wave symmetry was found to be
present in TBG, contrary to some suggestions in past re-
search. Hence, this study presents a serious contender for
the mechanism behind superconductive phases in TBG,
in contrast to most previous studies.
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Appendix A: Extended Coupled Cluster Doubles Equations

The Hamiltonian can be expressed in second-quantised form as

Ĥ = ϵij d̂
†
i d̂j +

1

2
Vijkld̂

†
i d̂ld̂

†
j d̂k . (A1)

Here ϵij is a Hermitian matrix and Vijkl is pairwise antisymmetric. The energy equation for extended coupled cluster
at doubles truncation is then found

⟨−| eT̂ ′
e−T̂ ĤeT̂ |−⟩ =ϵiktjkt

′
ij +

1

2
Vijklt

′
ijtkl −

1

2
Vikklt

′
ijtjl +

1

2
Vijmntkmtln(t

′
ijt

′
kl − 2t′ikt

′
jl + t′ijkl)

+
1

12
Vimmntjklnt

′
ijkl +

1

4
Vijmntklmn(2t

′
ikt

′
jl − t′ijkl)−

1

6
ϵimtjklmt′ijkl

+
1

6
Vijoptkotlmnp(2t

′
ikt

′
jlmn + 6t′imt′jkln + 3t′kmt′ijln − t′ijt

′
klmn + 6t′ilt

′
jmt′kn)

+
1

72
Vijrstklmrtnops(6t

′
ijklt

′
mnop + 9t′ijknt

′
lmop − 18t′imopt

′
jkln − 2t′iklmt′jnop

+ 9t′ijt
′
knt

′
lmop + 12t′ikt

′
jmt′lnop + 18t′ikt

′
jot

′
lmnp + 72t′ikt

′
lnt

′
jmop − 18t′lpt

′
mnt

′
ijko

+ 6t′ijt
′
knt

′
lpt

′
mo + 36t′ikt

′
jnt

′
lot

′
mp) .

(A2)

The amplitude tensors t are fully antisymmetric. Further, the particle number is derived to be

⟨N̂⟩ = λi ⟨−| eT̂ ′
e−T̂ d̂†i d̂ie

T̂ |−⟩ = λi(−tijt
′
ij +

1

6
tijklt

′
ijkl) . (A3)

Here λi is −1 for hole states and +1 for particles. Finally, the expression for matrix elements, used to calculate excited
state energies, is

⟨−| d̂xeT̂
′
e−T̂ ĤeT̂ d̂†y |−⟩ = ϵxy + δxy(E + Vxiyi)− 2Vxiymtkmt′ik − Vijymtxmt′ij +

+
1

2
Vijyotxklo(2t

′
ilt

′
jk + t′ijkl) +

1

3
Vxiyotklmot

′
iklm .

(A4)
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Finally, the expectation value required for calculating the superconducting gap is derived to be

⟨d̂xd̂y⟩ = ⟨−| eT̂ ′
e−T̂ d̂xd̂ye

T̂ |−⟩ = 1

8
txijktylmn(t

′
int

′
jlt

′
km − t′ilt

′
jkmn) . (A5)

Appendix B: Singular value expansion and ECCSD

The ECCSD equations in Appendix A can be decomposed using

tijkl = tijatkla − tikatjla + tilatkja

Vpqrs = V pqaVrsa .
(B1)

Here, all the rank-3 tensors are antisymmetric in the first two indices. Since the singles part is unchanged, only the
doubles contribution is presented here. The energy expectation value is

⟨−| eT̂ ′
e−T̂ ĤeT̂ |−⟩D =

1

2
tkmtlnV ijaVmnat

′
ijbt

′
klb −

1

12
V imaVmnatjkbtlnb(t

′
ikct

′
jlc + t′ilct

′
jkc)

+
1

4
V mnaVijatklbtmnb(2t

′
ikt

′
jl − t′ijct

′
klc)−

1

6
ϵimt′ijat

′
kla(2tjkbtlmb − tjmbtklb)

+
1

6
V opaVijatlmbtnpbtko(4t

′
ikt

′
jlct

′
nmc − 2t′ikt

′
jnct

′
lmc − 12t′imt′jnct

′
klc − 12t′imt′jlct

′
knc

− 6t′imt′jkct
′
lnc − 3t′knt

′
ijct

′
lmc − 2t′ijt

′
klct

′
mnc + t′ijt

′
knct

′
lmc + 6t′ilt

′
jmt′kn)

+
1

72
V ijaVrsatnobtpsbtklctmrc

(12t′ijdt
′
kldt

′
mnet

′
ope − 6t′ijdt

′
kldt

′
mpet

′
noe

+ 36t′ijdt
′
kndt

′
lmet

′
ope + 36t′ijdt

′
kndt

′
loet

′
mpe + 9t′ijdt

′
mpdt

′
lket

′
one

− 72t′imdt
′
jkdt

′
lnet

′
ope + 72t′ipdt

′
jndt

′
klet

′
moe + 18t′imdt

′
jldt

′
kpet

′
one

− 8t′ildt
′
jpdt

′
kmet

′
noe − 8t′ikdt

′
jndt

′
lmet

′
ope − 2t′imdt

′
jpdt

′
klet

′
noe

+ 36t′ijt
′
mnt

′
lkdt

′
opd + 36t′ijt

′
kpt

′
lmdt

′
ond + 9t′ijt

′
mpt

′
lkdt

′
ond

+ 24t′ikt
′
jlt

′
modt

′
npd + 12t′ikt

′
jlt

′
mpdt

′
nod + 36t′ikt

′
jpt

′
mldt

′
nod − 18t′imt′jpt

′
lkdt

′
nod

+ 144t′ikt
′
lnt

′
jmdt

′
opd + 144t′ikt

′
mnt

′
jldt

′
pod + 72t′ilt

′
kpt

′
jmdt

′
ond − 72t′ikt

′
lpt

′
jmdt

′
ond

− 72t′ikt
′
mpt

′
jldt

′
ond − 12t′ijt

′
knt

′
lpt

′
mo + 6t′ijt

′
mpt

′
lnt

′
ko + 144t′ikt

′
jpt

′
mot

′
ln

− 72t′ikt
′
jnt

′
lpt

′
mo + 72t′ikt

′
jnt

′
lot

′
mp + 36t′imt′jpt

′
lot

′
kn) .

(B2)

The particle number is

⟨N̂⟩D =
1

6
tijptklp(3t

′
ijqt

′
klq + 2t′ilqt

′
kjq) . (B3)

The matrix elements used to calculate excited state energies is

⟨−| d̂xeT̂
′
e−T̂ ĤeT̂ d̂†y |−⟩D = V ijaVyoatxkbtlob(2t

′
ilt

′
jk + t′ijct

′
klc)+

+
1

2
V ijaVyoatoxbtklb(2t

′
ilt

′
jk + t′ijct

′
klc)+

+
1

3
V xiaVyoatklbtmob(2t

′
ikct

′
lmc − t′imct

′
klc) .

(B4)

Finally, the expectation value required for calculating the superconducting gap is derived to be

⟨d̂xd̂y⟩ =
1

8
txiatjkatylbtmnb(2t

′
int

′
jlt

′
km − t′knt

′
jmt′il − t′ilt

′
jkct

′
mnc+

+4t′imt′jlct
′
knc + 4t′ilt

′
jmct

′
knc) .

(B5)
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